WORKSHOP ON RESEARCH WRITING AND AUTHORSHIP

Organized By
Centre of Excellence in Systems, Energy and Environment

29th, 30th & 31st January 2020
Govt. College of Engineering Kannur

Eligibility: Engineering Research Scholars & Faculty Members

Key Highlights:
- Searching the Internet more efficiently.
- Finding the right journal for you.
- Reporting numbers and quantities in text.
- Organizing quantitative data into tables.
- Creating effective illustrations.
- Handling citations and references.
- Delivering effective presentations.
- Avoiding common errors in written English.
- Research Management, Planning and Collaboration.

Knowledge Partner
Dr. Yateendra Joshi
Freelance Senior Copy Editor and Academic Trainer

Dr. Shubhra Dutta
Customer Consultant Elsevier

Dr. Dipankar Deb
Book Series Editor and Professor

For Registration Please write to us:
cesee@gcek.ac.in
+91 9495 241 299